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Lecture 7:
GOSET GUI
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GOSET GUI

Easy and intuitive access to GOSET for any 
level of users
Ability to stop and continue the simulation at 
any time
Ability to store and retrieve parameter settings
Support for storing and retrieving project
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Main Window

Menu bar

Evolution
Status

Output 
Report

Start\Stop
\Continue 

Buttons

Main menu
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Menu Bar

File
Setting
Option
Help
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File

Save current project: store all the information of current 
generation including the population information and the 
parameters of genetic operators
Load saved project: Load a previously saved project
Recent files: Five most recently accessed fitness function 
files are listed.
Exit GOSET: Close GOSET GUI. The shortcut is Ctrl+Q
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Setting
View setting: Display the fitness function 
information, gene parameters of GA operators
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Gene parameters
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Evolution Status

Shows generation 
number, the best fitness 
value, and the average 
fitness value
The progress bar 
visualizes the evolution 
process
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Output Report Report level:
None 
Text only
Text and plot

Report interval
Report computation 
time: 
Plot current: the plot of 
current generation
Display best: show the 
actual value of the best 
individual
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Start/Stop/Continue Buttons
Start/Stop/Continue buttons are enabled and disabled 
depending on the situation

If start button pressed in pause state, all data is lost and 
evolution starts from generation 1

Status of buttons

Evolution state

Pause stateInitial state

Start
Stop

Start/
Cont.
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Main Menu
The fitness function information, the definition of the 
genes, plotting parameters and the genetic operator 
parameters are defined 
Fitness function

Fitness function button
Fitness function name

Mode of optimization

Display current fitness 
function file name

S: Single objective
M: multi-objective
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Gene parameters
The total number of genes, their description, 
maximum values, minimum values, gene types, 
and the chromosome ID are defined.
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Fundamental parameters
The total number of generations for evolution, the 
initial population size, the regular population size 
and the objective function number for the 
optimization are defined

For multi-objective optimization, use 0 for the 
optimization function to optimize
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Evaluation option
The user can choose whether to evaluate 
all the individuals or to evaluate only the 
unevaluated individuals
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Diversity control
Diversity control can be activated or deactivated
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Elitism
Elitism has ON/OFF toggle switch to activate or 
deactivate it

ON

OFF


